August, 2022

BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

The crew of the MD&W Railway in International Falls, Minnesota

PCA railway reaches “world class” safety milestone
“We need to recognize our
partners in transportation (MDW)
for milestone safety achievement
last month, said BCT General
Manager Dan Bernert.
Bernert was noting that the
Minnesota, Dakota and Western
Railway (MD&W) had operated
ten years without a recordable
injury: “a true world-class
achievement.”

A July 11 hand injury in 2012
was the last recordable injury for
the PCA.
Kristen Wold, General Manager of MD&W, said employees
had been anticipating their safety
accomplishment. She noted that
three college students working at
the railway for the summer were
informed by several employees
that reaching the ten-year mark

was important.
Wold commended the crew:
“Thank you for your commitment and dedication toward
keeping yourself and co-workers
safe in a challenging work environment. Your attitudes, actions,
and awareness has allowed us to
achieve this awesome milestone,” she said.
(Continued on page 6)
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Four preventables

July is highest of year with AFR of 2.95
July was a
tough month
with four preventable accidents in 1.35
million miles of
travel.
The combination of accidents and
Randy Bailey
miles created
Driver Services
and Safety
the highest
Accident Frequency Rate (AFR) of the year.
The AFR of 2.95 for the month
raised the seven-month year-todate rate to 1.45 according to
the report from Randy Bailey,
Manager of Driver Services and
Safety.
Hitting fixed objects and

backing into other vehicles
doesn’t often result in major
damage. “But these are great
examples of accidents that could
have been avoided,” Bailey said.
“Rushing and complacency
are often what lead to these
kinds of accidents,” Bailey said.
And hitting fixed objects may be
a sign that a driver doesn’t have
his mind on the task he is attempting to accomplish.”
SafeStart addresses the
states and causes of critical errors that lead to most preventable accidents.
Nine of the 14 preventables
this year have involved Company trucks while five have been
caused by Owner-Operators.

Welcome to new and
returning drivers who have joined
the ranks of BCT, Inc. and Boise
Trucking Operations during the
past month.
Pedro Gomez of Mesa, Washington
July 6 as a new Owner-Operator out of
Wallula.

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY
2022 7-Month AFR
Preventable* AFR**

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Total

0
1
3
1
3
2
4
14

0.00
0.78
1.93
0.73
2.22
1.40
2.95
1.45

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive
driving to do everything
reasonable to prevent the
accident.
** The number of preventable wrecks per million miles
of travel.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver bonus
program for current drivers who help us
connect with future drivers. Page 11.

Michael Critelli of Georgetown, Texas
July 31 as a new Spotter for Waco.

If you’re an Owner-Operator who
knows a driver who would be a good ‘fit’

Eddie Bookman of Jonesboro, Texas
July 30 as a returning casual Centerline
Driver.

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.

for BCT ...
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Good News: Cost of fuel is down a bit

Bad news: Fuel still 118% higher than it was one year ago
The good news is we did observe a 9% decrease diesel fuel
pricing during the month of July.
US National Average
dropped .51/gallon to settle at
$5.27/gallon at month end.
The bad news is that $5.27/
gallon is 58% more than we were
paying a year ago and 118%
more than we were paying two
years ago.
We (BCT) are very fortunate
in that we have drivers that operate our equipment as if it were
their own when it comes to safety
and fuel economy.
We appreciate all of our drivers who continue to minimize idle
time, use cruise control when ap-

8 axles
(105,500
gross) on the
ground rather
than 5 (80,000
gross) and
their cargo
weights are 812 tons heavier
than 5 axle
configuration.

“We appreciate all of
our drivers who continue to minimize idle
time, use cruise control
when appropriate and
maintain proper air
pressure in their tires.”
-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.
propriate and maintain proper air
pressure in their tires.
This month we included top
fuel economy performers from
our heavy haul fleets. Keep in
mind, our heavy haul fleets have

Dan Bernert
All of our
BCT GM
heavy haul fleets
operate in the PNW (think mountain pass grades) adding to the
challenge of good fuel economy.
Some pretty impressive results from some darn good drivers!

PCA drivers posting great numbers for diesel fuel economy
Driver
Dan Bier
Mark Stevenson
Russ Smith
Darren Newell
Alfonzo Sanchez
Amalio Hernandez
Jack Selig
Karen Piedra
Matt Hurley
Ryan Holmes

Driver
David Goss
Art Telles
Ramon Alcoser
Nels Herring
Silverio Oliva
Ruz Vega

Location

MPG

PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Columbus Corrugated
PCA Columbus Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Columbus Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Columbus Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated

Location

3AX Truck
9.6
9.1
9.0
8.9
8.9
8.9
8.8
8.8
8.6
8.6

MPG

82407
82409
82377
82400
82408
82406
82412
82404
82415
82376

4AX Truck

Boise Heavy Haul
Boise Heavy Haul
Wallula Chips (Slip seated)

6.1
6.0
5.7

72301
72299
82359

Wallula Chips (slip seated)

5.7

82386
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Billy Plumb brings driving, operations experience
Billy Plumb will take over as
Risk Administrator when Jan
Rohn retires in September.

challenging one to fill.
He is married to Connie and
has three grown children that
have added seven grandchildren
to the family. Away from the office, Plumb says he is getting
“more and more into fishing.”
Swimming, exercise and other
fitness activities are also part of
his routine.

The transition is expected to
be smooth with training from
Rohr and the background Plumb
brings to the position.
“I’ve had a great teacher,”
said Plumb who started in early
July. To say he knows something
about the trucking business
would be an understatement.
For thirteen years, Plumb
was behind the wheel as a longhaul driver. He started driving in
1989 and wrapped up his driving
career in 2003. He took on a job
as a mechanic and quickly
worked his way up to a global
tech position before downsizing
affected that position. He joined

Billy Plumb
the Nampa, Idaho staff of C.R.
England as a driver manager and
left the company as regional operations manager.
“This is a great opportunity
for me,” said Plumb of his new
position. “Jan’s role will be a very

Surprise in roadway is a
reminder of drowsy driving
So I just wanted to share my
story of a near
miss I had this
last weekend.
I recently
moved out of the
city into a very
rural area of
Washington. I
was coming
home the other
night around
11pm. My eyes
Jenny Walker
were getting very
tired after being on the road for
six hours and they were starting
to get a little blurry.
All of a sudden my sister,
who was riding in the passenger
seat, shouts “DEER”. I slam on

my brakes just in time to miss
a baby elk standing in the middle of the road. If my sister
wasn’t with me, I wouldn’t have
seen the elk in time and probably would have hit it.
This was a reminder to me
that I needed to pull over and
take a breather to get my mind
and eyes on task to continue a
safe journey back home.

-Jenny Walker
Load Planner

Randy Bailey, Manager of
Driver Services and Safety, said
Plumb has “hit the ground running.”
The Risk Administrator handles documenting all vehicle accidents, corker’s comp injuries
and claims and works with insurance companies, Bailey said.
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Owner narrowly avoids injury from shifted pallet
Owner-Operator Mike Easley
sent photos of a recent near
miss that could have caused
him serious injuries or death.
And he hopes his experience
will help other drivers avoid that
potential danger.
The Nampa, Idaho Container
Plant has been short of night
shift drivers so
Mike Easley
But this time,
OwnerOperator Mike Easley has
when he
been filling in and helping
opened the
shuttle pallets of boxes
right hand
about two miles to the Norco
door, a 500Warehouse.
pound pallet

fell towards
He figures he has recently hauled as many as 800him.
900 similar loads without an
issue. “I’ve never had one shift,” Easley said. But
this time, when he opened the right hand door, a
500-pound pallet fell towards him. Just two inches of
the pallet caught the left hand door and kept it from
falling.

of the 30” strap
that would stop
the door from
opening in situation like he experienced. But, as
a safe practice,
he was careful to
always open one
door at a time.
Now he’s using the safety
strap with every
load and suggesting other
drivers do the
Safety strap keeps trailer doors
same. “My strap from opening suddenly and causis right next to
ing injury to drivers.
my seat now,”
Easley said. Using the strap and opening one door
at a time are now the safe procedures he uses.
Randy Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and
Safety, says straps have been issued to all drivers
and are available at all terminals.

With the help of a forklift driver name Morgan,
the load was stabilized, the left door opened and the
falling pallet rolled onto the forklift.
“I hadn’t been using the door strap,” Easley said

Shifted pallet held by left door.

Forklift stabilizes load.
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Working safely for
ten years at MD&W
(Continued from page 1)

She added that MD&W employees are continuously addressing unintentional human
errors and critical safety habits,
which are both part of the SafeStart culture that we follow.
“They are committed to keeping
themselves and their co-workers
safe through active communication, peer-to-peer observations,
hazard id notifications, and serving on various safety committees.”
“We are very proud of our
safety record and look forward to
extending our safety performance,” Wold said.
MD&W started the SafeStart
program about the same time as
their last injury. Trucking employees followed suit. Wold said

Trucking
“We are very proud of
our safety record and
look forward to extending our safety performance.”
-Kristen Wold
MD&W General Mgr.
that through the years, they have
studied the extended SafeStart
programs and monthly safety
meetings to reinforce those safety concepts.
Ron Bates, BCT SafeStart
trainer and Terminal Manager at
Waco, spent time at the International Falls, Minnesota offices of
MD&W earlier this year. He noted the safety accomplishment of
rail employees and said: “You
can see and feel the safety culture there.”

MD&W is a short line railway
that serves the PCA mill in Inter-

national Falls. It also serves other businesses in the community
with three miles of mainline and
about 23 miles of yard track. The
railroad also cares for a fleet of
2000 cars which support PCA
loading points throughout the
U.S. in both the paper facilities
and corrugated container facilities.
“The folks on the MD&W
have exemplified what it means
for a culture to embrace safety as
a core value,” said Transportation Vice-President Ross Corthell.
“Ten years with zero reportables is a fantastic milestone but
it’s the day-to-day care each individual, and the team as a whole
takes with each other, that is an
incredible source of humility and
pride.

“Congratulations to all and
here’s to another decade in
the making.”

For Recruiting Manager Pat Robinson, working safely means enjoying
special family activities like a recent
reunion at McCall, Idaho.
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Be prepared for
Brake Safety
Week checks
This year, Brake Safety Week
will take place throughout the
U.S., Mexico, and Canada
from August 21 — 27.
The area of emphasis for this
year’s Brake Safety Week
is brake hose/tubing chafing violations.
According to the CVSA,
brake violations comprise the
largest percentage of all out of
service vehicle violations cited
during roadside inspections. According to last year’s International Roadcheck data, brake systems and brake adjustment violations accounted for 38.9% of all
vehicle out-of-service violations,
the most of any category of vehicle violations.
During the weeklong effort,
inspectors will conduct their usual North American Standard Level I and V Inspections and cap-

Expect Level I and V
inspections with
focus on brake
components
Brake systems and brake adjustment violations accounted for
38.9% of all vehicle out-ofservice violations
ture and report brake-related data to CVSA.
During Brake Safety Week
2021, 35,764 commercial motor
vehicles were inspected throughout North America. Twelve percent of those vehicles were
placed out of service for brake
violations.

“Poorly maintained brake systems can reduce the braking capacity and stopping distance of
large trucks and motorcoaches,
which poses a serious risk to
driver and public safety,” said
CVSA President Capt. John
Broers with the South Dakota
Highway Patrol.
“In those split-second emergency situations, the proper functionality of the brake systems on
large commercial motor vehicles
is crucial.”

No surprises...this is what inspectors will check
Checking the basics
While conducting the brake
portion of the inspection, officers
will be looking for missing, nonfunctioning, loose, contaminated
or cracked parts on the brake
system, and non-manufactured
holes (such as rust holes and
holes created by rubbing or friction) and broken springs in the
spring brake housing section of
the parking brake.

Air leaks, pressure
They will listen for audible
air leaks around brake components and lines, and ensure the

air system maintains air pressure between 90-100 psi (620690 kPa).

Brake warning
systems

S-cam flipover
Inspectors will also check for
S-cam flip-over and measure
pushrod travel.

They will also inspect required brake-system warning
devices, such as ABS malfunction lamp(s) and low airpressure warning devices.

Slack adjusters,
air cans

Trailer breakaway,
Tractor protection

They will check that slack
adjusters are the same length
(from center of S-cam to center
of clevis pin) and the air chambers on each axle are the same
size.

In addition, inspectors will
ensure the breakaway system is
operable on the trailer, and inspect the tractor protection system, including the bleed-back
system on the trailer.
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

May 9, 2022

4%

60%

0%

74%

34%

45

June 6, 2022

5%

55%

0%

77%

29%

46

July 5, 2022

4%

56%

0%

77%

18%

46

May 9, 2022

0%

0%

0%

14%

7%

32

June 6, 2022

0%

0%

0%

22%

7%

35

July 5, 2022

0%

0%

0%

19%

18%

33

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert

Working safely
allows me to enjoy quality time
with my children
and grandchildren. I appreciate the monthly
safety meetings,
because it keeps
safety on my
mind everyday.
-Noel Rocha
Commerce Driver
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Drivers help injured driver get medical help, rescue tractor
When a Wallula Company Driver
experienced a
medical emergency in Nampa, fellow drivers were
there to help.
The driver
was in the process
of closing trailer
doors when a
trailer door handle
slapped him in the
face and knocked
him to the ground.
Boise Company Driver Darwin
Taylor helped him
off the hot asphalt
and back into the
air-conditioned
cab of his truck.

Owner-Operator Mike Easley was one of two drivers who helped an injured company
driver in Nampa during a recent heat wave. They got him back into his air conditioned truck and called for the help of paramedics.. PCA Nampa Container Driver
Darwin Taylor (right) was on the scene and helped get the driver off the pavement
and out of the extreme heat.

Owner Mike Easley called
911 and then stood on the running board helping to keep the
driver conscious . He talked to
him and helped keep him from
passing out. Local paramedics
showed up to provide care and
the driver was eventually released to his family.
Easley then jumped in the

truck and moved it to a safe
place at the warehouse and
logged the driver out of his
onboard computer.
Wallula Terminal Mgr. Andy
Sarrazin said the driver is reovering and is expected to return
to work in a couple of weeks.
He sent another Company

Driver, Salvadore Anguiano to
Nampa to retrieve the truck.
“We’re thankful to hear the
injured driver is recovering and
feel fortunate Mike and Darwin
were there to help a fellow driver ,” said Randy Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety.

Biking in the West

It was four days and some
1100-miles of travel through
scenic and historic parts of
Idaho, Montana and Wyoming
recently for Matt Prince,
Randy Bailey and Mike Hayes.
Prince is Sr. Strategic Project
Mgr. at Boise Cascade, Bailey
is Driver Services and Safety
Mgr. for BCT and Hayes is Operations Manager for PCT.
The ride took them through
the Sawtooth, Salmon River
and Bitterroot mountain ranges.
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Collision with deer
An Owner-Operator was
travelling on Washington State
Road 22 near Prosser, Washington the afternoon of July 1
when he hit a deer. Damage
was limited to the left front
bumper.

Owner hit by pickup
Owner Todd Ross was on
Hwy 730 in Umatilla, Oregon
the afternoon of July 7 when he
was hit by another vehicle.
There was no damage to the
BCT equipment but the Chevrolet pickup suffered damage to
the right front fender and bumper.

Trucking
OV crosses center line

Trailer door damage

While traveling eastbound
on Hwy 190 July 14, a Company Driver was hit by another
vehicle that crossed the center
line and left the scene. The
Company truck suffered driver
side mirror and cab damage
and the trailer he was pulling
had damage to the left side.

Trailer door hinges came
loose after an open door was
knocked off in the Waco yard.
The early after incident happened July 22.

Hit parked trailer
There was damage to the
front left hood of a PCA truck
July 13 when a driver hit a
parked trailer in the Allentown
yard.

Owner hits fence
An Owner-Operator hit a
customer fence while exiting
the lot in Ontario, Oregon the
morning of July 15.

More trailer hinges
The morning of July 26, an
Owner lost a trailer door while
backing into the DeRidder
clean-out dock.
Five hinges were broken .

Tandem wasn’t locked
Pins on sliding tandems
were not locked in position and
the tandems slid to the rear of
the trailer while stopping.
Rails and tandems were
damaged during the July 26
incident.

For Allentown
Terminal Manager Shaun
Reilly, working
safe allows
him to spend
time with his
family as they
celebrate the
50th Anniversary of his
parents.
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From FMCSA
Safety Planner
Tubing and Hoses
(393.45)

The dash cam of a PCA tractor caught a photo of the dump truck that
crossed the center line July 14 and damaged the PCA tractor and trailer. The other driver didn’t stop.

Martinez fills load planner spot
I would like to welcome Juan
Martinez to the Waco
Team. Juan will be taking on the
roll of PM Load Planner in Waco. He comes to us with 12
years of industry experience.
In Juan’s free time he really,
REALLY loves watching the Dallas Cowboys, along with all Texas sports including Baseball and
Basketball. Juan and his brother
likes to travel around Texas to
find obscure food locations. His
next adventure will take him to
Bryan’s Cheesecake in Minneola,
TX.
Welcome Aboard Juan, we
are very fortunate to have you on
our team.

-Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.

Juan Martinez

All brake tubing and hoses,
brake hose assemblies, and
brake hose end fittings such as
gladhand connectors must meet
the applicable requirements of
FMVSS No 106 (49 CFR
571.106).
Brake tubing and hose installation must:
Have length and flexibility
that allow parts to move normally, without damage, where the
hose is attached;
Be protected against chafing,
kinking, and mechanical damage; and
Not contact exhaust pipes
and other sources of high temperature.
See 49 CFR 393.45 for complete tubing and hose requirements.

Warning Devices
(393.51)

In general, buses, trucks,
and truck tractors must have a
signal that warns their driver
when the vehicle’s service brake
system fails. This warning signal
applies to hydraulic brake systems, air brake systems, vacuum brake systems, and hydraulic brakes applied or assisted by
air or vacuum.
See 49 CFR 393.51 for full
requirements on warning devices and exceptions for certain
commercial vehicles.
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Driver

Start

lLocation

Years

ASCENCIO, EDWIN A
BRIDGES, BILLIE J
DHILLON, PARAMJIT S
GARCIA, FRANKY
HERNANDEZ, ROBERTO
HOLDEMAN, DONALD R
HORNE, CRAIG T
HUHN, ELIE
KALTSAS, PETER S
KIRVEN, WALTER
LOWE, DOYLE B
MALZAC, WILL R
MEZA, REYNALDO
MUSGROVE, GUY E
PADILLA, BALDOMERO
RODRIGUEZ, ANTONIO
SECHLER, RICHARD A

8/4/2014
8/20/2003
8/6/2013
8/15/2016
8/23/2021
8/16/2002
8/27/2008
8/24/2015
8/29/2018
8/19/2019
8/7/2017
8/30/2019
8/13/2018
8/21/2017
8/12/2019
8/28/2013
8/25/2021

Wallula PCA Dedicated
Boise FB BCT
Wallula BCT
Wallula BCT
LCC South BCT
Vancouver BCT
Waco Container
Waco Container
DeRidder Trkg
LCC South BCT
Columbus Container
Waco Container
Wallula Trkg
Waco Container
LCC I-5 BCT
Wallula BCT
Allentown Trkg

8
19
9
6
1
20
14
7
4
3
5
3
4
5
3
9
1

Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User
Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no
space between names)
User ID: YourName
(again, exactly the same)
3. Site ID: Type in
“200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By
Title”
7.Choose “Heat Illness”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose
“Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts
automatically
10.You see
“Congratulations” when
completed.

Safety training for the Professional

Click “Stop” button to get
credit for completing the lesson.
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Hot weather is tough on commercial tires
During the summer, hot
weather can make truck driving
more challenging. Keeping the A/
C running and having cold water
on hand can make things more
comfortable in the cab, but the
heat can still take a toll on your
equipment.
The tires, engine, and belts
can all suffer from overheating.
Commercial tires in particular can
overheat easily, as they are in
constant contact with the hot
road and heating up from continuous friction. To keep things running properly and prevent a blow
out, there are a few extra precautions you can take.
Checking your tire pressure
is especially important during extreme weather. Use a tire gauge
to make sure your tires are
properly inflated. Commercial
tires that are over or underinflated are more likely to blow.
You should check your tires before beginning your trip and at
the end of your trip, once the tires
have had a chance to cool down.
You can also check your tire
pressure while stopping, but
you’ll need to give your tires a
chance to cool down first. When
the tires heat up, air pressure increases, so you may notice higher air pressure in the middle of
your trip. Do not let out air to
bring the pressure down because
then your air pressure will be too
low when your tires cool.
The heat and resulting increased air pressure make blowouts significantly more common
over the summer. Your commercial tires may even be at risk of
catching fire. To prevent these
problems, make it a habit to stop
about every 2 hours or 100 miles,
whichever comes first. This will
give your tires and engine a

chance to cool down. If a tire
feels too hot to touch comfortably, it needs to cool more. If your
tires are extremely hot or you
don’t want to wait for them to cool
down naturally, you can run cold
water over them to bring their
temperature down. These stops
are also a good time to look for
any punctures, damage, or other
problems. You’re going to need
to drink more water to stay hy-

drated on hot days, so these regular stops are perfect for bathroom breaks.
Slow down to extend the
life of your tires.
The faster you drive, the hotter your commercial tires will get.
Driving a little slower will reduce
the likelihood of your tires or engine overheating, cutting down
the risk of a tire blowout or engine failure. You may lose a little
bit of time, but not as much time
as you’ll lose if your engine fails
or catches on fire. As an added
precaution, keep an eye out for
tar rising through cracks to the
surface of the road, which can
happen in very high temperatures. These spots will be slippery, and you should avoid them
or slow down to stay safe.

I would like to congratulate Mike Stone on his 10 year anniversary. Waco has seen tremendous growth over the past few years and
Mike has been a big part of our success. Thanks for being part of the
team here in Waco.
-Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.
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Kudos

One way we
thank others for
their help making our
business work and better
serving our customers

safely.

Jackson drivers help
on DeRidder loads
From Cory Collins
DeRidder Load Planner

I would like to thank Amy
Barron and her drivers Larry
Jones and Fred McCoy for helping out with a few CTC loads the
last week of the Month.

Special efforts to
move loaner truck
From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
I'd like to thank Bob
Dechenne, Shana and Re-

Trucking
becca for getting a loaner
truck to Salt Lake Specialty
within a week.
Bob was willing to fly to
Portland then drive truck No.
119 to SLC, with very little notice.
Multiple VP's also recognized your efforts, so thank
you folks. (Photo below)

Two drivers help
deliver recycle loads
From Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.

I would also like to thank Michael Thompson and Robert
Baxter for delivering loads of
recycle for drivers that were
broke down. When the mill was
needing all the recycle they could
get and we had trucks that were
in the shop Michael and Robert

were willing to help retrieve the
loads.

McCoy picks up
Stranded trailer
From Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.

Mike Conerly and I would
like to thank Fred McCoy for
picking up a trailer part in Dallas,
TX on his way back to Jackson
for Mike. It saved us time and
money and Fred is always willing
to do it for us when we ask him.

Owner helps out
picking up parts
From Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank Clarence
Gray, one of our OwnerOperators for helping us with getting parts picked up in Dallas.
(Continued on page 15)

It didn’t take long for the need in Salt Lake Specialty to be met by Driver Bob Dechenne, Vancouver Terminal
Manager Rebecca Moore and Load Planner Shana Freedman. Deschenne flew to Portland on short notice and
drove this beauty more than 750 miles to meet the need.
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Kudos

One way we
thank others for
their help making our
business work and better
serving our customers

safely.

(Continued from page 14)

We had the parts ready at
the vendor for some time and he
had no problem swinging by to
pick them up. Thanks, Clarence.

Kudos who drivers
for top efficiency
From Rob Roop
Columbus Terminal Mgr.

Kudo to Russ Smith, Darren
Newell, Jack Selig and Matt

Hurly for finishing in the Top 10
in MPG for the entire fleet for
July!
Jack Selig, Matt Hurley,
Mark Barriger and Tommy Asbury for continuously having the
lowest Idle time each month. We
appreciate your commitment to
helping us mange cost!

Chance and Jimbo
help out in Waco
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.

I would like to send out a
HUGE thank you to Chance and
Jimbo for coming to Waco to
install IVGs and Cameras in our
new trucks.
I hope you guys really know
how much you are appreciated.

(Get Out
and Look)
It’s impossible
to have a good
reason for hitting
a parked vehicle
or a fixed object
while backing!

DeRidder Dedicated driver Stuart Bennett
(second from
right) at the Houston Aquarium
enjoying time
with his family.

Working safely
each day helps
ensure they have
these opportunities.
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”

